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Medieval wheelbarrows.

NOTE: See also these files: p-backpacks-msg, buildings-msg, castles-msg, wattle-daub-msg, guilds-msg, mining-msg, carts-msg, travel-msg, ships-msg.

************************************************************************
NOTICE -

This file is a collection of various messages having a common theme that I  have collected from my reading of the various computer networks. Some messages date back to 1989, some may be as recent as yesterday.

This file is part of a collection of files called Stefan's Florilegium. These files are available on the Internet at: http://www.florilegium.org

I  have done  a limited amount  of  editing. Messages having to do  with separate topics  were sometimes split into different files and sometimes extraneous information was removed. For instance, the  message IDs  were removed to save space and remove clutter.

The comments made in these messages are not necessarily my viewpoints. I make  no claims  as  to the accuracy  of  the information  given  by the individual authors.

Please  respect the time  and  efforts of  those who have written  these messages. The  copyright status  of these messages  is  unclear  at this time. If  information  is  published  from  these  messages, please give credit to the originator(s).

Thank you,
    Mark S. Harris                  AKA:  THLord Stefan li Rous
                                          Stefan at florilegium.org
************************************************************************

From: wbfountain at aol.comnospam (Wm. Bryan Fountain)
Newsgroups: rec.org.sca
Date: 27 Jan 2002 23:40:18 GMT
Subject: Re: Wanted: pics of period wheelbarrows

>>With Gulf Wars fast approaching, I want to build another
>>wheelbarrow. However, this time I'd like to start with
>>some period illuminations or drawings. However, other
>>than randomly going through the books I have that might
>>have such illuminations, I'm not sure how to proceed.
>
>>And no, I've not got much in my Florilegium files to go
>>on. At least as far as wheelbarrows go.
>
>http://scholar.chem.nyu.edu/~tekpages/wheelbarrow.html
[This link is now bad. If someone finds the new one, please let me know - Stefan 2/22/06]
>
>Talan

How about documentation and plans for a 16th Century German Wheelbarrow?

Try looking here:
http://www.dnaco.net/~arundel/wheelbarrow.html
[This link is now bad. If someone finds the new one, please let me know - Stefan 2/22/06]

Ld Brun Canutteson - resident of the Midlands - (Midrealm)
Squire & Seige Engineer for House VonBrandenburg

MKA - Wm. Bryan Fountain
Asst. Professor of Industrial Technology
Sauk Valley Community College
Dixon, IL 


From: ChrisAct at nwlink.com.com (Chris)
Newsgroups: rec.org.sca
Subject: Re: Wanted: pics of period wheelbarrows
Date: Mon, 28 Jan 2002 01:19:28 GMT

Following up myself: 

I tried images.google with wheelbarrow and medieval. Got:

http://images.google.com/images?as_q=wheelbarrow+medieval&num=10&btnG=Google+Search&as_epq=&as_oq=&as_eq=&imgsz=&as_filetype=&imgc=&as_sitesearch=&imgsafe=off

The upper left has two pics from
scholar.chem.nyu.edu/~tekpages/wheelbarrow.html. The link has a quick history of
the wheelbarrow.

On the upper right of the Google page is a link to www.ralphmag.org/newY, which
is a review of books. Go past the one re. Shatner, to the second review, of
_Plans and Instructions For Historical Reproductions_ by Daniel Diehl and Mark
Donnelly. Nice couple of 'blueprints' on that page. 

None of the other results pulled up in this search actually have anything to do
with wheelbarrows---I guess the images.google search engine needs more work. :/


From: Robin Carroll-Mann <rcmann4 at earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: rec.org.sca
Subject: Re: Wanted: pics of period wheelbarrows
Date: Mon, 28 Jan 2002 02:55:29 GMT

On Sun, 27 Jan 2002 06:28:47 GMT, stefan at texas.net (Stefan li Rous)
wrote:
>With Gulf Wars fast approaching, I want to build another
>wheelbarrow. However, this time I'd like to start with
>some period illuminations or drawings.

Stefan,

Do you have access to _The Hours of Mary of Burgundy_?  I have a
facsimile copy, and there is a picture of man pushing a wheelbarrow.
It's in the marginalia on page 164.  I assume it's reasonably
realistic, despite the fact that its "load" is either a monkey or a
small demon.  I would scan the picture if I could get my scanner to
work....

Brighid ni Chiarain (mka Robin Carroll-Mann)
Barony of Settmour Swamp, East Kingdom


From: "Robin Carroll-Mann" <rcmann4 at earthlink.net>
To: sca-cooks at ansteorra.org
Date: Sun, 14 Jul 2002 11:59:34 -0400
Subject: [Sca-cooks] Pictures of agricultural tools

I was browsing around the Fons Grewe website, which has page
images of 16th-18th c. cookbooks, and other food-related texts.
One of them, a 1575 Italian agricultural manual, has pictures of
tools and equipment in the back.
http://www.bib.ub.es/grewe/showbook.pl?gw010

Type 453 in the search window, and click "anar a" (jump to).
Clicking "endavant" will move you one page forward, "enrera" will
move you one page back.  "Inici" takes you to the first page.

(Stefan, there are wheelbarrows on 456.)

Brighid ni Chiarain *** mka Robin Carroll-Mann
Barony of Settmour Swamp, East Kingdom
rcmann4 at earthlink.net


From: deddy2 at austin.rr.com
Subject: Re: [Ansteorra] ideas for war cart
Date: July 12, 2011 3:19:48 PM CDT
To: ansteorra at lists.ansteorra.org

One of my favoite webpages is Karen Larsdattir's: http://www.larsdatter.com/sitemap.htm

Here are pictures of wagons: http://www.larsdatter.com/wagons.htm
and wheelbarrows: http://www.larsdatter.com/wheelbarrows.htm

I hope ya'll find these (and the rest of Larsdattir's site) inspirational.

Jovian

<the end>

